coming up short at the end of a game is never a good feeling. South Carolina (10-9, 1-6 SEC) traveled to Baton Rouge, Louisiana to challenge the Tigers (16-4, 5-2 SEC) in order to try and break the regular season SEC game is never a good feeling. South Carolina was looking to find a little bit of magic against LSU. LSU entered the game against South Carolina after a recent tight victory against Vanderbilt 76-74 in overtime. Winning in an overtime game on the road does nothing but fuel the fire needed to heat someone on your own home court, and in the end this fuel was exactly what the Tigers needed.

Both teams were ready to play, both teams were ready to make history. Both LSU and USC were ready for this battle of titans.

Although the Gamecocks have the upper hand on the Tigers, the momentum of the team was on LSU’s side. The Tigers entered the game as the favorites, and with good reason. LSU had been on a tear lately, and their confidence showed on the court.

The game was a close one, with both teams pushing for the win. In the end, LSU emerged victorious, with a final score of 79-75 in overtime. Winning in an overtime game on the road does nothing but fuel the fire needed to heat someone on your own home court, and in the end this fuel was exactly what the Tigers needed. LSU entered the game against South Carolina after a recent tight victory against Vanderbilt 76-74 in overtime. Winning in an overtime game on the road does nothing but fuel the fire needed to heat someone on your own home court, and in the end this fuel was exactly what the Tigers needed. Both teams were ready to play, both teams were ready to make history. Both LSU and USC were ready for this battle of titans. Although the Gamecocks have the upper hand on the Tigers, the momentum of the team was on LSU’s side. The Tigers entered the game as the favorites, and with good reason. LSU had been on a tear lately, and their confidence showed on the court. The game was a close one, with both teams pushing for the win. In the end, LSU emerged victorious, with a final score of 79-75 in overtime.
lead into city council as well.” Ian pointed out that the gates were first closed due to construction and students quickly adapted, one way in particular is that he has noticed many students don’t look both ways when crossing the street anymore. He hopes that a decision to keep the gates closed will allow for Greene Street to become an entirely student-focused space. Another topic from the meeting that could potentially affect students is a bill proposed by Sen. T atiana Chin to cut in tuition costs. It’s not just all retweets and followers, I will always be able to relate to and or inspire someone,” Davis said. “I love how running the account is the Twitter-anonymous life can be energizing for anything serving the public, including public institutions such as USC. Chin sought to ignite a discussion about the gates issue, which started their program to achieve this goal. Two bills passed, one giving permission to allocate funds for a few student organizations and another amending the senate vacancy application process. The meeting adjourned with heavy discussion about the gates issue, which does not have to post live between senators. Richardson urges students to contact Student Government with their opinions on this issue and other related to using Carolina Connect or the email address of a senator, all of which can be found on the Student Government website. Students Invested in Change plans to implement their ideas and collaborate with other groups to achieve their goals. "You get out of it what you put into it. It is open to all students who care about making the community better as a whole,” Wells said.

Fifth arrest made in connection with Columbia child-sex ring

After a tip from the community identifying his whereabouts, Andrey Kucherin, 42, was arrested Wednesday morning at his residence and charged with second-degree criminal sexual conduct with a minor, The State reported. Kucherin was the fifth and final person that has been arrested in the child-sex ring Sheriff Leon Lott referred to as the “Five Monsters,” which included a Richland County judge and his former employee. A Richland County Sheriff’s Department investigation showed that he and the four other members of the ring had been sexually exploiting three female ages 11, 13 and 15 for almost two years. Lott said that former Richland County Reserve Deputy Michael Collins, 41, was the leader of the sex ring.

—Madeline Collins, Assistant News Editor

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@dailycormock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.
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Some people can’t stand their brother, but Emily McCollum has made a career with hers. Fourth-year mass communication student Emily McCollum started piano lessons when she was six years old, and since then music has never left her life. After a few years of playing cello in her middle school band, McCollum picked up the guitar and began writing music. A little over two years ago, McCollum teamed up with her brother, Alex, to form the space-folk band Stagbriar, a band named after a street from their childhood.

Stagbriar’s relationship has pushed the band to more creative limits and allowed them both to experiment and discover new aspects to their music. “He is really good about pushing my listening ear and writing, and exposing me to things,” Emily McCollum said. “We’ve been writing like crazy, but no release date has been set. If people are waiting, we want to give them something that will make them happy.”

Although playing with a sibling is not always easy, Emily McCollum knows that their sibling relationship has pushed the band to more creative limits and allowed them both to experiment and discover new aspects to their music.

Cola’s Stagbriar brother-sister folk powerhouse

Editor tells origin story of Onion

Some people can’t stand their brother, but Emily McCollum has made a career with hers. Fourth-year mass communication student Emily McCollum started piano lessons when she was six years old, and since then music has never left her life. After a few years of playing cello in her middle school band, McCollum picked up the guitar and began writing music. A little over two years ago, McCollum teamed up with her brother, Alex, to form the space-folk band Stagbriar, a band named after a street from their childhood.

Stagbriar released its first album, "Quasi-Mediterranean cuisine

Stagbriar’s Emily McCollum is big in Columbia’s music scene, playing in the city since childhood and helping with Girls Rock Columbia.
they won an award known as the “Golden Spatula” for receiving a 100 percent on their health inspection.

“I haven’t had them (gourmet doughnuts), but it is just something that I want,” she said. “Every city has them, every cool city has them. I don’t know where our gourmet doughnut has them, every cool city has them. I don’t know where our gourmet doughnut place is. When Emily McCollum is not writing music, going to class and working constantly. The band stopped the band from writing music. The rest of the time we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”

“Golden Spatula” for receiving a 100 percent on their health inspection. They won an award known as the "非常重要" community idea, as he felt that was the Onion's newfound money back into the publication, and as owner, that meant he wasn't getting paid. “I could not pay my bills, and I became homeless,” Dikkers said. He found sleep in odd places, taking up with a family that took pity on him by sleeping on a mattress in their garage until their dog poet on the Internet, where comedy websites were few and far between. What truly launched The Onion into what it is today came in two parts. First, Dikkers revamped The Onion to commit to the fake news with cartoons and other miscellaneous humor pieces.

“We did not search high and low. We merely just searched low,” Dikkers said, listing “dropped, shut-ins, disaffected liquor stores clerks, grocery store clerks who check up customers in line, minimum wage service workers” as their target employees.

“By any other standard, [that] would be a nadir in my life,” Dikkers said. “It wasn’t … I think back on that time and, literally, it was one of the happiest of my life. Because all this work we had done at The Onion had come to fruition.”

“The Onion's story has a happy ending — with a host of successful spinoffs, it's practically a comedy empire. But Dikkers managed to make just the right amount of money to keep the Onion going. However, Emily McCollum’s gourmet doughnut quest has not stopped the band from writing music. And working constantly. The band stopped the band from writing music. The rest of the time we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”

“I find beauty in the way you treat each other and who care about music.”

The older we get the more we appreciate the community that can study, intern, research and work in South Korea. So can you. See it for yourself.
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be in the blood.”

Stagbrier has played at New Brookland Tavern, Music Farm and many other venues around Columbia. Last year, they performed at SXSW in Austin, Texas with a Columbia organization that helped local bands perform at the festival. “It was very much an adventure,” Emily McCollum said. “The car broke down on the way there and on the way back. Being at the festival, we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”

Emily McCollum enjoyed this small taste of tour life, and looks forward to new opportunities to share their music on the road, but the way back. Being at the festival, we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”

Emily McCollum worked with Girls Rock Columbia the past two years and is looking forward to a third year with the "fantastic movement."

“It is in my favorite week of the year probably,” she said. “Girls Rock has brought even more to life the movement. It is my favorite week of the year probably,” she said. “Girls Rock has brought even more to life the movement. It was very much an adventure,” Emily McCollum said. “The car broke down on the way there and on the way back. Being at the festival, we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”
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“It is in my favorite week of the year probably,” she said. “Girls Rock has brought even more to life the movement. It was very much an adventure,” Emily McCollum said. “The car broke down on the way there and on the way back. Being at the festival, we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”
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“It is in my favorite week of the year probably,” she said. “Girls Rock has brought even more to life the movement. It was very much an adventure,” Emily McCollum said. “The car broke down on the way there and on the way back. Being at the festival, we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”

Emily McCollum has worked with Girls Rock Columbia the past two years and is looking forward to a third year with the "fantastic movement."

“It is in my favorite week of the year probably,” she said. “Girls Rock has brought even more to life the movement. It was very much an adventure,” Emily McCollum said. “The car broke down on the way there and on the way back. Being at the festival, we spent maybe a fifth of our time the way back. Being at the festival, we were a part of the party.”

Emily McCollum has worked with Girls Rock Columbia the past two years and is looking forward to a third year with the "fantastic movement."

“It is in my favorite week of the year probably,” she said. “Girls Rock has brought even more to life the movement.
Students should be invested in change

ISSUE

Students Invited in Change form on campus

OUR STANCE

Students right to push for constructive agitation.

After Ferguson, we praised the conversation spread of ideas that started on this campus. Now, we are glad to see the conversation spread of ideas continuing. Join theoppression of Students Involved in Change organization.

While many lament the demise of youth activism on college campuses, here is an example to point to of students taking the initiative to be buttressed by outside forces and will be used for our beliefs. The energy and passion that students have served as examples for many others to follow. From the tradition of colleges serving as a source of strength and solidarity, this group of students can continue the work of social justice for a generation.

The opportunity for a forum to address societal grievances through action also allows for individual students to push for constructive agitation. While certain groups on campus address certain issues, some topics still remain hard to get a word in. By banding together with a broad mission, students can take a world-wide approach to something that affects so many.

Students need to rethink social issues

Rebecca Johnson's discussion, I would probably agree with her. However, I think that is where it doesn't necessarily mean that it to the nonviolent messages to which you should use the time to do a better job of.
Aries
A conflict between career and family arises. Don't assume you know the answer or spend too much time on the negative side of the truth without making a decision. Prepare for new responsibilities. Consider each person's resources as you make decisions. Reassure them.

Taurus
Handle basic priorities today and keep income flowing at a solid pace. Set goals and focus on the hard way. A reality check could occur. Go with the flow. Call a time-out and be patient and you will be happy later. Relax and enjoy it. Fall in your career is a harvest.

Gemini
Maintain confidence even when there are breakdowns everywhere. Current solutions are possible and you can overcome the loss. Sit through the fluff for solid data. Think it over, and get feedback from friends and family. Keep the momentum.

Cancer
Take your career and vitality, for yourself and those nearby. Avoid conflicts and the path of getting extra work, exercise and good food. Hold onto what you have. Cut stress by taking frequent pace breaks. Meditate on a dream.

Leo
Your team is a big help today. Ltachman handle the details. Read the fine print. There are hidden stakes in this deal. Let another team take the lead. Prepare for fierce competition by strengthening your network.

Virgo
Things are not going according to plan. Feelings seem more sensitive than usual. Evaluate your position. Take time to think things over. Friends help you make a connection. Magnetic personalities come together. Breath depth.

Scorpio
A perfect storm brews around financial issues. A discussion today. Avoid talking about money if possible. Hold onto your cash and avoid provoking jealousies. Manage administrative details, the papers and keep accounts current, then big legs decisions together later.

Sagittarius
What does your partner think? Obstacles in the road could cause sparks to fly. Give each other valuable feedback in that battle of the demands and avoid upset. Use your best manners. Do your share. Choose your goals carefully. Compromise for a job will be done.

Capricorn
Take care of work first, then turn to personal goals. Compromise may be required. You feel like you’re getting nothing. Get to the team to do the research. Ask probing questions. Flesh out the details. Choose beauty over practicality.

Aquarius
There’s a setback in a game. Review deadlines, commitments and contours. Ensure that they make use of your talents. Get creative by avoiding a fascinating change of ideas. Evaluate and choose.

Places
Someone at home is dealing with barriers and breakdowns. Someone around love or a dream. Provide comfort and support. Examine hidden options. Examine fears to banish them. Listen from your reactions. Look at the consequences of your implementation.

Student Summer Positions on Campus - Leadership.
Cappstone Conference Center invites applications for student summer positions and партерs. The Conference is a non-profit organization and offers positions with Conference Assistants, Counselors, Chefs, and Cashiers. All positions will be available in the evenings and other customer positions. Clients include sports camps, academic, youth sports and other organizations. Full-time positions, benefits include $450 a week, fully paid insurance, free lunch every day, paid vacation, and other incentives. Apply by completing the application for Summer Intern or Assistant position. Send resume to contact@calpostone.com. Contact Anne Marie for details. Tuesday, January 29, 2015.

Columbia is now accepting applications for Eastminster Day Care. Email adzonni@aol.com or call 771-1512 to schedule a tour. Adult substitutes work mornings and afternoons. www.eastminsterdaycare.com
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Quarterman showed a lot of promise Michael Carrera scoring 10 and nine and 11 points, respectively. Two more guard Sindarius Thornwell scoring 12 of dedication along with sophomore South Carolina's 30 points.

28 at the end of the first half, and at the beginning but it was LSU leading 29-25 meetings, South Carolina has only won beginning of the second both teams

The Tigers took a 7-0 run in the final minute and a half to win the game. Gamecocks expect future win

as the Gamecock bench outscored of the game. showed just how talented it is by head coach Dawn Staley’s team pull away from Texas A&M until

25 opponents earlier in the season, Carolina had beaten several Top-

against Alabama (12-10, 1-6), the

The South Carolina women's basketball team has only won from rebounds and foul shots. Six points ahead of the Gamecocks momentum in the end scrambling up

LSU scoring 22 out of its 48 field goals scoring 15 and 14 points, respectively. by junior guard Keith Hornsby and

by senior guard Keith Hornsby and
two players in the top 100. Nauta and Danielle Collins. Elbaba and Nauta are also the No. 22 doubles team.

With so many strong players at the top of the rotation for the Cavaliers, much of the pressure

In addition to Elbaba, the Cavaliers have two others ranked in the top 50; juniors Stephanie Nystad and Danielle Collins. Elbaba and Nusta are also the No. 22 doubles team.

The 21st ranked Gamecocks have their highest ITA ranking since 2011 and hope their strong play will continue this weekend as they face a brutal two match stretch.

The team will face the No. 10 Virginia Cavaliers in Charlottesville on Friday before returning to the Palmetto State to face the South Carolina State Gamecocks on Saturday.

The Gamecocks only scored 21 out of 62 field goal attempts compared to LSU scoring 22 out of its 48 field goals attempts.

also the other hand South Carolina had LSU beat on rebounds with a total of 15 attempts to 14, respectively.

The Gamecocks also kept up the pressure on defense, forcing Texas A&M into 15 turnovers.

Overall, Staley was very pleased with her team's performance. "I said, "Of course, we want to go inside and I thought we did that. I thought Tiffany Mitchell just played with an incredible amount of focus on both sides of the ball."

However, with the Crimson Tide coming to the Colonial Life Arena, the Gamecocks had little time to savor Monday's victory.

But if South Carolina can play the way it did the last time it faced Alabama, the Gamecocks will have little to worry about.

That's because Alabama allowed the Gamecocks to score 100 plus points in a regular-season SEC game for the first time since the 1999-2000 season.

The Gamecocks shot a season-high 63.8 percent in that game and Coates, one of six South Carolina players in double-digits against the Crimson Tide, led with 20 points.

Since Staley took over at South Carolina at the beginning of the 2008-2009 season, her teams are a perfect 10-0 against Alabama.

Still, Staley has been reiterating to her team that just because the Gamecocks won the last time they faced Alabama, it doesn't mean a similar result will automatically reduplicate itself.

"We have to prove, we have to make sure because they're playing different basketball now," Staley said. "They're playing a little bit more energized."

Alabama is looking to finish the 2014-2015 season with a winning record for the first time since the 2010-2011 season, but the Crimson Tide is just 1-4 in conference games.

One bright spot for Alabama has been the play of sophomore forward Ashley Williams. The Covington, Georgia native is second on the team in scoring with an impressive 11.6 points per game.

Williams scored 10 points in Alabama's prior loss to South Carolina.